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STELLENBOSCH UNITED CHURCH  
Newsletter Vol. 2017 (#7) 

September 2017 

 
Dear readers 

If my introduction seems a bit lengthy, it is 
because we are brimming with news, views 
and reviews in our bumper spring edition. 

Tony’s letter features musings from a 
restaurant in Benoni (near Springs you 
understand, as is fitting for our theme!). From 
under a picture painted by “Twakkie and 
Corne” where he is feeling surprisingly at 
home, Tony reflects amongst other things, on 
how to obtain “citizenship” in the Kingdom of 
God. It is a tender and thought-provoking 
read. 

Seeing as it has just been woman’s month, we 
have lined up the ladies for our next few 
articles. 

Our “first lady”, Helena, provides some insight 
into her busy life in an article entitled “A Day 
in the Life of Helena Light”. It is a beautiful 

article and she takes us through a typical day 
that begins with a 4 am departure from 
home! It is a long day dedicated to helping 
others. Helena also includes snippets of 
happenings at the Manse, her love of 
gardening and touches on some of the home 
improvements they have made. Perhaps you 
should not have been quite so forthcoming 
about Tony’s DIY skills, Helena, lest his 
demands for greywater installation expertise 
leaves no time for ministerial duties! 

Our previous “first lady”, Celene, recently 
returned from a pilgrimage to Denmark. 
“Why Denmark?” you may ask. Well, Celene 
starts her article with exactly that question. 
She then proceeds to explain it all in some 
beautiful reflections of what was a 
remarkable “life” journey for her. The ages of 
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the 16-strong group from South Africa 
ranged from 31 to 81 and for the most part 
they slept at close quarters in shared 
accommodation. One can just imagine the 
disparities in eating, sleeping and snoring 
habits, differences in fitness levels, 
preferences for silence, or conversation and 
the like. The “otherness” forged a close band 
of pilgrims. Thank you, Celene, for sharing 
that special time with us. 

Our book corner features a children’s book, 
which is delightfully reviewed by Elsdon 
Henning. Scroll down and see what you 
should be reading to the young ones. 

Laura du Toit muses upon the symbolism of 
bamboo as she shares her ‘Sapling’ 
surrounded by some of her other beautiful 
pots with us in the new Art with Heart 
feature. 

Finally we get to feedback and newsflashes. 
Firstly, we turn our attention to the Winand 
Grundling concert. Audrey need not have 
worried: The church was packed to the rafters. 

I sat next to Helena and Tony, who seemed to 
be enjoying it enormously apart from a few 
anxious moments in between items, when he 
wondered what the “naughty organist” was 
going to come up with next! 

Audrey describes the evening from beginning 
to end. It started with a near-disaster when 
Winand walked in and declared that the 
organ was not working, and ended with a 
magnificent finale and equally magnificent 
cheese and wine. Well done Audrey and 
helpers! 

Once upon a time, there were two little 
friends both named Nicola, who attended 
Rhenish Primary together. Recently both 
these girls had their own little baby girls 
christened at our church. You will find out 
more about them in our newsflashes, and of 
course there will be pictures too. 

We end of, as always, with ways to get 
involved in the life of our church and 
upcoming events to make a note of. 

Jane v Wilgen 
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MESSAGE FROM TONY 
 

Dear United Church family 

 

I'm sitting in the heart of Benoni writing this letter. 
It's not the tourist destination of choice, but the 
strange thing is that I feel warmly at home. It 
could be because I've been here before, or it 
could be that I am in a famous restaurant where 
“feesh ees beeg”, or it could be that I am soon to 
be meeting with some of my friends and 
colleagues to give spiritual input on the next 
General Assembly of the Uniting Presbyterian 
Church. It is interesting how we can find ourselves 
feeling at home in a strange place. And you don't 
get much stranger than the portrait of Benoni 
painted by Twakkie and Corne of The Most 
Amazing Show. 

I've had a similar experience sitting in a coffee 
shop in Kensington, London. I do confess that I 
felt a little more at home in London than I feel in 
Benoni, but I simply wasn't. At home, that is. You 
see, the fact is that I carry a South African 
passport, which means that I need a visa to visit 
the UK and was only allowed to stay for 90 days 
on my first visit. Yip! They kick you out. Well, they 
would have deported me if I'd stayed longer than 
90 days. 

My big sis, Prof Jenny, however, has been there for 
30 years and she's not been kicked out. Yet. Jenny 
had the privilege of studying at Cambridge 
University for long enough to apply for permanent 
residency. Then, when she'd been there long 
enough, she applied for citizenship. That meant 
that she now had a British passport and could 
travel to the UK without a visa. And to South 
Africa without a visa, having been born here. They 
call it “dual citizenship”. And it is legal in SA, but 
you do have to apply for it prior to applying for 
citizenship of another country. 

Peter the apostle tells us that we Christians are 
"strangers and aliens" in the world. Which is the 
same idiom that Paul the apostle uses in the 
opposite sense, telling us that in Christ Jesus we 
are citizens of the Kingdom of God. The point is 
really that, as people in Christ Jesus, we have 
exchanged our citizenship in the world for one of 
another Kingdom. Putting the two together, we 
are citizens of the Kingdom of God, but strangers 
and aliens in the world. 

So there are two possible citizenships in terms of 
both Paul and Peter. Either you are a citizen of the 
world or of the Kingdom of God. 

The word “world” (or Cosmos) is one which is used 
in a variety of ways in the Bible. The most obvious 
is the sense of the planet on which we live. 
Another meaning of the word is a group or 
section of humanity, for example the Greek or 
Roman world. It can also mean the entire human 
race, but its peculiarly Pauline meaning is the 
human race in its broken sinful state. 

The Kingdom of God, however, is much more 
difficult to define. Which is why Jesus spoke of it 
in parables. He teaches that it is small, and yet 
powerful. Deeply and completely desirable and yet 
invisible to those who have not been reborn. He 
speaks of it in agricultural terms, in labour terms. 
As a person who is compassionate and a child in 
its trust and teachability. He likens it to a small 
tree which can accommodate a multitude and a 
field where wheat and weeds live together. It’s a 
pearl and a treasure, a cornerstone and stumbling 
block, a banquet of misfits and a household of 
mansions. It is at once most entirely within our 
grasp and yet impossible to fully understand. It is 
fully attainable and yet we cannot see where it 
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comes from. This mystery amazes and excites and 
yet it incites and offends. It unites and empowers, 
yet it polarises and humbles. 

One of my favourite theologians, Walter 
Brueggemann, reminds us that we serve a 
dangerous God. He is holy and transcendent. 
Never seen for fear of being undone, yet 
intimately indwelling those who trust Him. His 
Kingdom invites and yet horrifies. It welcomes and 
yet demands. It loves and yet compels. It comforts 
and challenges. 

In Benoni, of all places, I am close to the Lord. Not 
because He is more especially here than there, but 
precisely because He isn’t. I am about to spend 
three hours with some of my closest Christian 
friends and I know that while I sit with them I will 
experience the Kingdom of God. It will not be 
something that I can measure or fully describe, 
but I know that my heart will burn within. You see, 
this Kingdom is not about a land and borders, 
visas and passports. It is about a person. God, the 
Lord, Adonai, Hashem, Yahweh, Elohim, Yeshua. 
And citizenship in this Kingdom is through 
knowing Him. 

In Ephesians 12:13-14 Paul writes: “Remember that 
at that time you were separate from Christ, 
excluded from citizenship in Israel and foreigners 
to the covenants of the promise, without hope 
and without God in the world.13 But now in Christ 
Jesus you who once were far away have been 
brought near through the blood of Christ.” 

And John writes in John 1:12: “Yet to all who 
received him, to those who believed in his name, 
he gave the right to become children of God”. 

I was born South African. I have been adopted 
into the family of God. Now, sitting in Benoni, I 
miss my Helena and my boys. I really miss them. I 
miss feeling the little warm hand come up to feel 
my beard to check if it’s daddy or mommy who 
picked him up off the bed when he had a bad 
dream. I miss the pad of little feet coming down 
the passage and I miss the little arm that fumbles 
for his sleeve after he took his onesie off to go to 
the loo. I miss the goodnight hug and the “I love 
you, Daddy.” 

To know the Lord, is to know your true Father. It is 
a relationship of intimacy, not religion. It is a 
shoulder, a lap, a face to touch and a hand to 
hold. He is a Father who dwells in the heavens and 
yet touches your heart. He is strangely silent and 
yet speaks powerfully as a friend prays. He cannot 
be physically touched and yet brings astonishing 
peace when you’re with fellow citizens. He is silent 
as He moves through our lives, but when you look 
back, you’ll know He was there. 

My dear United Church family, we all have this 
intimacy within our grasp. But this Kingdom is not 
entered through customs and immigrations; it’s 
entered on our knees, quite literally if you can. As 
you take a nervous step in this mysterious place 
called the Kingdom of God, simply trust the Lord, 
the Christ, Yeshua, Jesus. And say “I don’t know 
where this is going, but take me; I trust You.” And 
the reply will come, “Welcome to this Kingdom.” 
You may not hear it with your physical ears, but 
you will know. 

Love 

Tony 
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF HELENA LIGHT 
Helena Robinson 

 

My name has its origins in the Greek word 
meaning light/torch/bright/sunray. 

He-lay-na? Hee-lee-na? He-lay-nuh? Heleen? 
Helen? 

Actually it’s pronounced Helen-uh. To my 
kids, I am Maaaaaaarmie! I am the middle 
child of a teacher and a biochemist. My older 
sister is a pharmacist and my younger brother 
is a mechanical engineer/ichthyologist. I am a 
biomedical technologist and a sports scientist.  

 

 

 

 

I work for myself and leave home at 4 am every weekday. I love helping 
people and can truly say that I am blessed to have a job that I love so 
much. I have the pleasure of driving from home to home to assist people 

with their health and lifestyle 
management. An average week will 
see me working with any of a number 
of different groups of people, from 
new moms who are housebound, to 
patients with Parkinson’s/ 
diabetes/coronary issues, to stressed 
executives, to people struggling with 
weight loss, to people looking for 
sports-specific training, to families 
looking for fun-filled bonding time, to 
Pilates classes, to housebound elderly, 

to post-operative knee replacement/hip replacement/spinal 
fusion patient rehabilitation, to stroke patient rehabilitation and 
everything in between. Being in peoples’ homes provides amazing 
opportunities for new friendships and many ministry 
opportunities. You’d be amazed how many people have not been 
exposed to the gospel, or have simply just lumped a whole fistful of 
different religions together, classifying them all as being the same 
and that all gods are the same. Of course, every time a miracle happens in the Robinson household, I tell 
them all about it J.  
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In our family, all the males 
have names beginning 
with T: Tony (big chief), 
Toff-O-Lux (our oldest 
child, a large ginger cat of 
17 years), Tanner (the 
eldest of our non-furry 
children) and Tyler (the 
baby, whose feet are 
currently larger than 
Tanner’s, so I guess he will 
not be the smallest of the 
Robinson clan for long). 

 

On 3 September this year, Tony and I will be celebrating our 23rd wedding anniversary! What an amazing 
journey it has been, and to think that it all started in a little town in the Eastern Cape called Grahamstown. 
We were both attending Rhodes University and met over a cup of hot chocolate (for me – yes, it’s true, I do 
not drink tea or coffee; it is against my religion J) and coffee (for Tony). I was in residence with a young lady 
who seemed to have some issues and Tony was the student elder whom the Presbyterian Church had 
assigned to take care of and look out for new students in our residence. I contacted him in the hopes that he 
would be able to help resolve this young lady’s issues, and, well ... the rest is history (hee-hee). 

We have moved a number of times in our married life, so settling in and putting down roots again is not new 
to us. Our move to Stellenbosch has been so good for our little family. The boys are loving their school and 
settled in so well that the school phoned us at 10 am on their FIRST day there to say that although it was the 
school policy to keep siblings together for the first week, they had already separated them and they were 
each in their own classes now, as they seemed quite independent and happy to make new friends – just one 
of the many perks of growing up in a manse: you have the privilege of interacting with all sorts of different 
people all the time. There’s no time to be bashful.  

We are so blessed to be living in this beautiful mountain bikers’ paradise. The kids have not had a garden to 
play in before and they are loving the freedom that it brings. I am a keen gardener and have loved having the 
space to start my own veggie garden. Tony has done all sorts of DIY projects in and around the house, which 
have made it feel even more like home, and I guess have added value to the property as well. To this end, we 
have had our greywater system evolve over a 
period of about three months, from collecting 
washing machine and shower water in five-litre 
bottles and buckets and odd containers, to 
Tony installing massive drums for grey water 
collection. He has devised a clever plan and 
these drums fill our toilet cisterns directly. The 
rain water collection will be the second phase 
of this project and then I can resurrect my 
veggie garden again. 

Thank you to all of you who love and care for 
us the way you do, and for making us feel so at 
home here. 
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PILGRIMAGE TO DENMARK 
by Celene Hunter 

(29 July – 13 August 2017) 

“So, you’re going on a pilgrimage … but why Denmark?!”  

Although the Danes might be known as “the happiest people on earth”, Denmark’s Hærvejen fails to make 
the top ten pilgrimage destinations in the world - top position goes to the Camino de Santiago – and most 
people haven’t heard of it. Until four months ago, I 
hadn’t either. So, if a pilgrimage is “a meaningful 
journey to a sacred place”, why Denmark indeed?  
The destination arose from a friendship birthed 
between Carel Anthonissen, an Afrikaans dominee, 
and Steen Andreasson, a Danish Lutheran pastor, 
while they were both doctoral students in Heidelberg, 
Germany in the 1990s. In the years since then, Steen 
and his wife Marianne, also a pastor, have brought 
various groups to South Africa as guests of the 
Centre of Christian Spirituality where, for the past 
decade, Carel has been the Director. As host, Carel 
arranged opportunities for the Danes to interact with 
people who are working hard to practise 
reconciliation and justice in South Africa. I first met 
Steen in 2014 when I attended a workshop hosted for 
the Danes by the Institute for the Healing of 
Memories. Over the years, the Danes have asked Carel repeatedly, “When are you bringing a group to visit 
us?” This was the visit, and I was among the 16 South Africans fortunate enough to be included.  

And what a mixed bunch of “pilgrims” we were! Our ages ranged from 31 to 81, with most of us over 60. Our 
level of fitness varied. Some were seasoned hikers, some most definitely were not and most battled daily with 
the challenges of arthritic hips, shoulders and knees. Our bodily rhythms were different. Shared 
accommodation quickly revealed who were the early risers, who couldn’t greet the world until they had three 
cups of coffee under their belts, and who snored or, more accurately, who didn’t snore! Ideas of “personal 
space” were immediately and drastically challenged. What astounded me was our readiness not only to 
embrace the challenges, but to discover creative and frequently compassionate ways through them. Who 
says old(er) people are inflexible and unteachable?! Although our motivations for the trip were different – 
some wanted the focus to be kept on “pilgrimage” with times for silence, solitude and reflection, while others 
had very different needs and expectations – from the outset there was a recognition of difference and a 
willingness to embrace it. Perhaps what united us was a spirit of curiosity and an openness to being surprised 
by newness.  All of us were curious to find out more about Denmark, its fascinating history and what factors 
contribute to a fundamental trust that makes “happiness” possible. We were also curious about walking – 
would our aging bodies make it, or would warnings of “you must be crazy!” turn out to be true? Apart from 
Carel, none of this widely-travelled group had visited Scandinavia. Some had walked the Camino, but had 
discovered that being the top pilgrimage destination comes at a price.  The Hærvejen is largely unspoilt: 
silence, solitude and spaciousness really are possible.  The pilgrimage to Denmark was thus a remarkable 
opportunity. In addition to walking the pilgrim route under the sensitive guidance of Steen, Marianne and 

Carel Anthonissen (right) with  
Steen and Marianne Andreasson 
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Carel, this was also a wonderful opportunity to be exposed to elements of Danish life and society that few 
tourists get to see and at a rate affordable to the South African rand nogal: a package too good to miss! 

The Hærvejen – or Oxen Way – is the name 
given to an ancient trade route running along 
the watershed of the Jutland Peninsula from 
Viborg to Hamburg. In recent years, it has been 
developed as a pilgrim route, with hostels 
(herbergen) at regular intervals to 
accommodate pilgrims, much like the Camino. 
We began our pilgrimage with a service in the 
church in Jelling, East Jutland. Steen gave us 
each a glass cross – made by someone 
currently in prison – which we could use to 
carry with us as we walked as a reminder of our 
baptism: we are created, loved and cared for 
by God, and known by name. Outside the 
church are two enormous runic stones – known 
as Denmark’s baptism certificate – to mark the 
site where King Harald Bluetooth declared 
Denmark to be Christian (c 965). The pilgrimage ended seven days later with a service in the crypt of Viborg 
Cathedral, followed by a lunch hosted by the bishop.  There is a pilgrim shell cemented into the pavement 
outside the cathedral, to link the Hærvejen with the Camino de Santiago and other pilgrimages worldwide. 
According to our guidebook, we walked about 124 km – a total hotly contested by those who had other apps 
to track steps taken/calories burned etc.! The terrain was flat, and much was through woodland that 
reminded me of Tsitsikama forests or parts of Jonkershoek. And the weather? According to the Danes, “this is 
the hottest summer in 30 years”, but for me it was more like Stellenbosch in winter when winter was 
Stellenbosch’s rainy season! The poncho I had borrowed turned out to be my most valuable piece of 
equipment. On one day, someone reckoned that we had donned our raingear at least 50 times! Regardless of 
the weather, each day had a wonderful rhythm: shared meal preparation; questions to ponder while we 
walked in silence or together; gathering together at the end of the day, and then to bed – usually a bunk bed 
in a hostel with a couple of loos and showers between the lot!  

 

 

  

Hærvejen symbol             Walking in forest                  Breaking for tea                                  Hostel room 

Pilgrims reach Thorning – photo and article 
appeared in the local newspaper! 
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Iranian refugees 

In addition to the 16 South Africans, we were joined en route by Danes who had accompanied Steen to 
South Africa or who were interested in meeting South Africans. Perhaps the most significant impact on the 
group was when we were joined by seven refugees for the weekend. They had fled Iran, and were hoping to 
make Denmark their new home. But all of them were facing the heartbreak of having been turned down by 
the Danish authorities. They were now in limbo and 
being held in a temporary facility under unpleasant 
conditions until the next step, whatever that was: They 
certainly could not return to Iran, but where could they 
go? Suddenly the images of fleeing refugees took on 
human faces, and the idea of walking to freedom took 
on a whole new meaning. How can we connect as human 
beings, expressing solidarity with those whose language, 
hopes, dreams, lives and future were so very different 
from our own? I had brought with me 40 Joy bracelets – 
bead bracelets strung by a group of women in 
Kayamandi under guidance of Nelia Hoogenhout 
(www.thejoyproject.info). Each group of coloured beads 
signify those qualities described in Galatians 5:22 – love; 
joy; peace; patience; kindness; generosity; faithfulness; 
friendliness; self-control – that take daily practice if we are going to be channels of transformation and 
healing in our broken world. I gave one to each of the group at the start of the pilgrimage, and then to 
whoever joined us en route. The Iranians were particularly delighted with them. As I watched them drive away 
to the holding facility on the Sunday night, one of them turned around and waved at me: on his wrist glinted 
the beaded bangle – tiny sparkles of hope to reorient us as we all journey into a world shaped by so much 
uncertainty.  

“Pilgrimage” is not so much a destination but a way of being – a commitment of the mind and heart to 
practise what love in action looks like. On either side of the pilgrimage, Steen had arranged for us to meet 
with people who were trying to live out their Christian faith and witness in practical ways. In Copenhagen, he 
introduced us to Brigitte, who told us about her work with women caught in the grip of addiction and 
prostitution. At Café Exit, a prison ministry, we met Tom – an ex-prisoner – who told us how his life had been 
transformed during prison and who was now involved in helping other inmates discover liberation.  In 
Aarhus, we had lunch with Michael, a severely handicapped person, who told us how the Danish welfare 
society makes it possible for him not only to live a meaningful life, but to also employ eight people while 
doing so! Michael has a master’s degree in theology. Although his speech is severely impaired and it takes 

his helpers three hours to get him ready for each day, 
Michael teaches at a local school focusing on teaching 
disabled students how to live well with their disabilities and 
how to train their caregivers to care! Michael has travelled 
extensively, and has also visited South Africa. When asked: 
“If you hadn’t been disabled, Michael, what would you have 
liked to do with your life?” Michael replied, “I am disabled. I 
am thankful for the life I am living …” What a radical 
embrace of gratitude as a way of being. Finally, we 
accompanied Steen to Møltrup Optagelseshjem, where he 
delivered a lecture on South Africa’s road to democracy and 
the journey of reconciliation, while we were shown around 
this amazing facility for men who are homeless. The 

Site-seeing the Danish way 

http://www.thejoyproject.info/
https://www.google.co.za/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwirpbeE6vLVAhVIKsAKHcx5Ak8QFggnMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fmoltrup.dk%2F&usg=AFQjCNGd8laMlWxKNeke8qawvCEUv-6jDw
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honorarium was given to Carel for the Centre for Christian Spirituality’s work in Pollsmoor prison – a ministry 
particularly close to Steen’s heart.  

We did the usual touristy things too: sightseeing in Copenhagen (by bicycle!); a canal trip to the Little 
Mermaid; walking down Pusher Street in Christiana, where cannabis is sold openly; Karen Blixen’s museum in 
Rungstedland; and a boat trip to Himmelberget – "The Sky Mountain" – in Silkeborge which, at a height of 
147 m, is one of the highest places in Denmark! In Aarhus, instead of staying in a youth hostel, we had an 
opportunity to be hosted by Danes who had visited South Africa. I stayed with Gunhild Thinggaard, who 
teaches English to refugees. I was deeply touched by her hospitality, sharing her tiny bachelor apartment with 
me, a total stranger.  

According to the Danish philosopher, Soren Kierkegaard, “life can only be understood backwards; but it must 
be lived forwards.” In many ways, these words sum up my experience of the pilgrimage. We certainly lived it 
forwards – every step of the 124-plus kilometres; but looking back on it now, “understanding” what actually 
shifted in me during this remarkable journey will take much longer. The Danes use the word hygge – from the 
Norwegian word meaning wellbeing – to describe a way of being that enjoys life’s simple pleasures, such as 
friends, family and cosy connection. There were many times when we turned to each other and said, “So this 
is hygge!” For me, the trip also had another dimension: a recognition that we live in a beautiful world AND a 
world broken apart by fear, hatred, greed and suspicion of the “other”. CS Lewis writes that “joy is not the 
absence of pain, but the presence of God in the pain.” For me, the dominant tone was one of joy. Perhaps the 
best way to capture the essence of this pilgrimage as I experienced it is in the words of the song we sang 
each morning before going on our way: 

Will you come and follow me 
if I but call your name? 
Will you go where you don’t know 
and never be the same? 
Will you let my love be shown, 
will you let my name be known, 
will you let my life be grown 
in you and you in me? 

I know I will never be the same.  

  

…and continues 

The journey begins, 

pauses, 
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BOOK CORNER 
by Elsdon Henning 

BEATRICE AND VANESSA  

by Johan Yeoman and illustrated by Quentin Blake 

 

An unlikely pair of heroines take on a pack of wolves in this hilarious story, 
illustrated by the inimitable Quentin Blake. Beatrice the ewe and Vanessa 
the nanny goat, have spent their whole lives chomping and nattering in 
the same field. One dull day they decide to go on holiday, only taking with 
them some balloons and something more surprising, which turns out to 
be very handy. 

This delightful children's book (for ages 7-10) is well written and 
beautifully illustrated. The story is exciting and will keep kids fascinated 
until the very end. 

 

ART WITH HEART   

SPRING                                                                                                                                 by Laura du Toit  

This green piece is entitled Sapling, 
which is inspired by bamboo and 
symbolises new seasonal growth. I 
did a group of these saplings and 
went to the Botanical Gardens to 
revisit the beautiful bamboesbos. 
What a wonderful experience.  

This quote is from a porcelain 
exhibition I saw nearly 20 years ago. 

“Bamboo, esteemed for its spiritual 
quality and its year-round green colour, 
is a metaphor for longevity. In wind and 
snow, bamboo bends without breaking 
and returns to an upright position. Its 
strength and fortitude are likened to a 
gentleman who can weather adversity 
and remain morally upright.”  

 
“SAPLING” surrounded by spring colours 
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FEEDBACK AND NEWSFLASHES 

Second organ recital a great success  
Audrey Falconer 

Our second Winand Grundling organ recital on Friday 4 August 2017, to raise funds for the church, was once 
again a huge success. But the evening almost started off on the wrong note. On arriving at the church to 
make sure all was ready, I heard Winand warming up and thought how magnificent it sounded, so imagine 
my horror when he came bounding into the office, saying the organ was not working! Out came the ladder 

and with Wilhelmina and I holding it, Winand 
climbed into the roof to find the trip switch. We 
definitely heaved a collective sigh of relief when 
all was well again. 

The church looked beautiful, thanks to Gill 
Myburgh sending in two arrangements of red 
roses and proteas, and once the church had filled 
up, Winand took a bow and the concert began. 
The first notes set the tone for an evening of awe-
inspiring music, and we saw another side of 
Winand as he cracked jokes and told stories 
between pieces, and even had the audience solve 
a riddle. 

His piano rendition of the Olympic theme was particularly magnificent, and an appreciative audience gave 
him a standing ovation at the end of his programme, which convinced Winand to treat us to an encore. What 
a privilege to have such an acclaimed artist performing on our organ. For those of you who were unable to 
attend, you certainly missed an evening to remember. Thank you, Winand, for sharing your talent with us, 
and for the light-hearted intervals between the beautiful pieces. 

The audience then proceeded into the 
beautifully decorated and candlelit hall, 
where our youth worker Andrew Snyders, as 
well as Sean Falconer and Charl Daniel 
Cilliers, were on hand to serve the superb 
wines donated by various fabulous 
winemakers. Thank you, guys! You did a 
marvellous job with the serving, and as you 
will see from the list below, we only had the 
very best wines! Thanks also to Ross Hobbs 

for providing 
soft drinks from 
Chill Beverages. 

Tracey Falconer, who works for Dalewood Fromage, had arranged all the award-
winning cheeses on large boards, complete with a lovely poster giving a 
description of all the various cheeses available. Do yourselves a favour and visit 
their deli on the Klapmuts Road, where Tracey will be on hand to serve and 
advise you. 
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The Theology Department kindly loaned us their elegant black tablecloths, glasses and cheeseboards, while 
Susan Goodwin supplied glass holders and candles. As a result, the tables looked exquisite, bathed in 
candlelight, and the cheese accompanied by olives, preserves, an assortment of cold meats, fresh fruit and 
jams provided a delicious 
spread. 

All this was made possible by 
the absolute generosity of 
members of our congregation. I 
would like to make special 
mention of Brian Shepherd 
here, who went out of his way 
for the concert, putting an 
advert into the Eikestadnuus, 
organising the ice, making a 
donation of French loaves from 
the Paradyskloof Spar, and 
bringing tubs of cream cheese 
from Simonsberg. Thank you, Brian. 

All in all, a lot of hard work, but oh, so worth it, seeing and hearing people having a fantastic evening of 
fellowship, enjoying the music and fare on the tables, and knowing they were actually loathe to leave. All that 
remains is for me to thank each and every one of you who bought and sold tickets, for answering my letters 
so promptly and promising to help, for sponsoring so generously, and to those who helped with the setting 
up of the hall. Without all this, we could not have raised R15,000 for the church. 

My sincere and grateful thanks to the following people: 
· Dalewood Fromage, for the donation of cheese 
· Philip and Gill Myburgh, for the beautiful flowers and the cold meats 
· Clive Heward for the Houwhoek Farmstall breads 
· Ross Hobbs for the Chill Beverages soft drinks 
· Marion Smit, Thea Boucher, Claire De Munck, Sally Cornish, Elizabeth Du Toit, Inge Barnard, Tilda 

Schoonwinkel, Lola Nicholls and Wilhelmina Oktober, for what you supplied and for help on the day 
 

Wonderful wines were donated by: 
· Jan Van Rooyen (Avontuur) 
· Benise Du Plessis (CK Wines – and also the delicious pâté) 
· Mark Lester (Glen Carlou) 
· Philip Myburgh Jnr (Joostenberg) 
· Carol Van Niekerk (Knorhoek) 
· Bernard Nicholls (Mitre’s Edge – and also to Lola for Wonderful pâté) 
· Simon & Rozanne Barlow (Rustenberg) 
· Jeff & Lynne Grier (Villiera) 
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A couple of christenings and new beginnings 
 

Shannon Christie Geraghty, daughter of Francis and Nicola (née 
Pykstra) and little sister to 4 and a half-year-old Patrick, was 
christened by Tony on 11 June. Is she not just as cute as a 
button? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Just about a month later on 16 July, the other little angel was christened. She is 
Emelia Jane Bredenkamp, daughter of Dolf and Nicola (née van Wilgen) and 
sister to David, recently turned 3.  And yes, Emelia is my granddaughter. And 
so you would expect that the doting granny would at least spell her name 
correctly on the plate she made with her tiny little footprints on it. I did not. I 
spelt it wrong! Ah well, the parents were very Christian about it.   
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WAYS TO GET INVOLVED  

Prayer meeting 
Tony would like to invite you all to join 
together for prayer in the church every 
Tuesday morning at 10 am. 

Bible study  
A new Bible study group will be starting this 
week in the meeting room on Wednesdays 
from 10 – 11.30 am. All welcome.  

Clothes 
Don’t forget to bring clothing and 
household goods for our Love to Give 
project, as well as any baby and children’s 
clothes for Louise to take to the hospital. 

Kayamandi Trauma Centre  
We need people to make soup for the 
homeless. Also, any walking shoes and old 
spectacles with usable frames would be 
much appreciated. Please contact Carol on 
021 887 1781 or 073 534 3738 or at 
crlchase@gmail.com if you can help. 

Books 
A wonderful selection of new books are 
available in the hall at R10 each.  

Cards  
Marion Smit makes beautiful cards. Please 
come and choose. All proceeds go to our 
Benevolent Fund to support those in need.  

Care Coins  
Please take a bottle from the foyer and 
collect your small change in aid of our 
charities.  

Tea roster coordinator  
We are desperately looking for a volunteer 
to organise the tea roster. 

 

 

 

UPCOMING EVENTS  
Fri 1 Sept Youth 
 Stellenbosch University closes 
7 – 10 Sept Men’s Emmaus Walk  
Thu 7 Sept Crafts for Christ  
8 – 10 Sept Presby Young Adults Retreat 
Fri 8 Sept  Youth 
Mon 11 Sept Stellenbosch University opens 
Fri 15 Sept Youth 
 The Cassini spacecraft ends its mission of 20 years by crashing into Saturn 
Fri 22 Sept Youth 
 Spring Equinox 
Sun 24 Sept Heritage Day 
Mon 25 Sept Heritage Day observed 
Fri 29 Sept  Schools close 
 Youth 

Crafts for Christ meets every second Thursday of the month from 10 am – 12 noon  
in the church hall. Contact Lani Bredenkamp (082 648 8646). 

mailto:crlchase@gmail.com
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